RESOLUTION
Scientific-practical conference
"Quality and renovation of the Kyrgyz Republic higher education»
(November 15-16, 2007).

Bishkek

Participants of scientifically-practical conference, having gone into the problem of renovation and quality ensuring of higher vocational education in Kyrgyz Republic in a context of cooperation with the countries - members of Bologna process, state that:

• thanks to the cooperation of higher educational institutions of Kyrgyz Republic with foreign partners on behalf of the representatives of Universities of Pisa and Ghent within the framework of project TEMPUS "Extending centers on the Bologna Process and supporting Tuning teams in Kyrgyz Republic" the possibilities of Kyrgyz Republic to take an active part in global project of the creation of European-Asiatic space of higher education have vastly increased;

• Within the framework of project, the members of the consortium have done the big volume of the work on the elaborating of educational programs, created by Tuning methodologies;

• The reached progress in the rapprochement of the educational systems of Kyrgyz Republic and the countries of the European Union will allow the higher educational institutions of Kyrgyz Republic to raise their competitiveness, taking into account their cultural-educational traditions, and be engaged in the most important challenges facing humanity in the future;

• Participants of the conference declare about their willingness to promote the development of student mobility, teaching staff and representatives of the management of higher education in
purpose of increasing of quality of Kyrgyz Republic higher vocational education and its competitiveness;

According to stated intentions the participants of scientific-practical conference decree:

1. To consider the results of project participants work as a real move to the goal achievement.

2. To organize a summer training seminar - training for teaching staff and for representatives of university management on Bologna reforms with invitation of foreign colleagues performing given system.

3. To recommend Ministry of Education and Science of Kyrgyz Republic to approve the experimental study plans elaborated with the Tuning methodology.

4. To create a foundation under Kyrgyz Academy of Education for elaboration of National Educational Standards of the third generation.

5. To recommend to higher educational institutions of Kyrgyz Republic to follow "Dublin descriptorgramms" in identifying of level and quality of education as a basic element of European higher education progress in global process.

6. To ask for Ministry of Education and Science of Kyrgyz Republic to quicken the work on standards of third generation based on "competence" principles.

7. To recommend state administrative bodies of higher education to extend the institutional rights of higher education institutions of Kyrgyz Republic for the license to issue to Diploma Supplement of European Standard.

The participants of the conference express their special gratitude to the international experts Prof. Ann Katherine Isaacs and Prof. Luc de Francya for the support in holding the conference and elaborating
mechanism of the participation of Kyrgyz Republic higher educational institutions in the forming common space of higher education.